
nquiry          

s our purpose? 

uire into the following: 

sciplinary theme 

orld works 

idea 

d cycles in our world determine how communities use resources 

Class/grade:  2nd  Age group:  7-8 

School: Summit Primary                   School code:  

Title:   

Teacher(s): McElroy, Davis, Roper, Faulks 

Date: November 2, 2015- December 17, 2015 

Proposed duration: 30 number of hours over 6 number of week 

ative assessment task(s): 

e possible ways of assessing students’ understanding of the central 
evidence, including student-initiated actions, will we look for? 

olars will create a Red Go Bag with different resources to equip their 
during a natural disaster. (10th year anniversary of Katrina that you 
research) 

cholars will research how FEMA or American Red Cross prepares for 
sters and help people in need.  Scholars will create pictures/items of 
that have to go in their Emergency Red Go Bag and write the 
f events that happen during a natural disaster. Humanities, Science, 

proach to Learning: resolving conflict, presenting research findings. 
tributes: Communicator 

t:  Adapt Rubric Below 

  

2.  What do we want to learn? 

What are the key concepts (form, function, causation, change, connection, 
perspective, and responsibility, reflection) to be emphasized within this inquiry

Key concepts:  Causation, Connection, Change 

Related concepts:  Adapting/changing, patterns, cycles, interaction 

 

What lines of inquiry will define the scope of the inquiry into the central ide

●   Identify and describe patterns and cycles 

●   Investigate how communities respond to changes in cycles 

●   Compare how different communities use different resources depending on na
cycles and patterns 

 

What teacher questions/provocations will drive these inquiries? 

What are the different types of weather? 

How do natural disasters affect the community? 

How do weather changes affect our everyday life and plans? 

What causes changes in the weather? (water cycle) 



Provocations

1. Teachers will dress up as the seasons and students will guess why teac
are dressed. And/or scholars fill out a prediction page for their selected 

2. Teachers will access www.weather.com and pull up daily weather in cur
location and another place in the world. Scholars will compare and 
differentiate the two cities. –Track on Tuesday and Thursdays.  

3. Discussing Katrina and other natural disasters and how they impact the
communities living.  
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nquiry 

ght we know what we have learned? 

should be used in conjunction with “How best might we learn?” 
e possible ways of assessing students’ prior knowledge and skills?  What 
l we look for? 

ams illustrating the similarities and differences between types of weather 
and snow. 

type of weather and write about what you do during that weather. For 
hen it is snowing outside, I wear thick coats and boots. Sometimes I don’t 
because the roads are not safe to drive on. 

e possible ways of assessing student learning in the context of the lines of 
hat evidence will we look for?  

use the student’s observations about the weather in their journals. Journal 
eflect the information that the students have gathered for weather tracking 
s. (2.19C in Writing also connects) 

ycles of Weather with teacher created water/plant cycles quiz. 

ements of Weather through short story and answers (lightning, wind, 
hurricane, clouds 

scholars will learn about cause and effect and discuss how this connect to 
ch as: cold weather makes people want to move to a warmer climate  

olars should make connections to skip counting patterns and finding the 
ollection of coins. Scholars should also find the connection between 
d coin values. i.e. ¼ to quarter of a dollar. 

4.  How best might we learn? 

What are the learning experiences suggested by the teacher and/or students
encourage the students to engage with the inquiries and address the driving 
questions? 

 The teacher provides the context for inquiry 

Wk 1: - 
 Teacher will introduce landforms through visuals and models (play-d

the way natural disasters relate to them. (humanities, science)    
 Scholars will observe, measure and record changes in weather in th

chosen cities. Graph daily.  (teacher models) refers to Provocation 2
(science) 

 Provocation 

Wk 2: - 
 Scholars will observe, measure, and record changes in weather in th

chosen cities. Scholars will research different parts of the world (hem
equator) and how it relates to weather changes/natural disasters. (s

Wk 3: - 
 Scholars will select a natural disaster to research and sequence the

through the writing process dictate start to end of the occurrence.   
 Write a friendly letter to the Red Cross asking for resources based o

natural disaster that has happened in their community. (writing) 

Wk 4: - 
 Scholars will composite a writing sample using inferencing on how th

community feels about the natural disaster that hit their community o
on how they felt for the outpour of help they received from around th
(science, Reading, Writing) 

 Scholars will observe and record patterns in clouds to help us make
prediction about the weather (science, humanities)  

 Scholars will reflect on how weather affects their daily lives. -refers t
Provocation 1 (humanities) 

Wk 5: 
 Scholars will observe, measure and record changes in weather in th

chosen cities. Graph daily (science)   
 Students will observe and research the moon phases and finish up w

water cycle.  (Science) 



Wk 6: Scholars will complete their summative assessment 

What opportunities will occur for transdisciplinary skills development a
the development of the attributes of the learner profile? 

Transdisciplinary skills/Approaches to Learning: 
Research skills: Collecting Data- Daily journal on weather, Recording – enter
in their journal and on the class graph, Interpreting data- read their data to wr
class book (writing, science) 

Thinking Skills: Analysis- analyze data to make predictions in weather (scienc
analyze patterns (science, math, reading)  

Learner profile: 
Inquirer: choose their location and research its weather (science) 
Communicator: Scholars’ will acquire this skill as they work in groups and wh
to interpret data and work on science experiments. In addition, they will be wr
letters to communicate with others in a different location (science, humanities

esources need to be gathered? 
e, places, audio-visual materials, related literature, music, art, computer software, etc, will be available? 

expedition.com for possible service projects 

er.com, www.unitedstreaming.com, Use www.yahoo.com weather for tracking weather, www.worldatlas.com 

he Same Day in March, Weather related books- A-Z Shared Reading about weather, FOSS Kit 
the Journey’s guided readers: Lessons About Lightning; By- Lawrence Chandler, Level N; Trouble in Space; By- Gloria Jasperse, Level M; The Wind; By
nowy Day, By Francis Solomon, Level; Fall Harvest; By- Eugene Schneeberg, Level I; Let it Rain; By Claire Daniel, Level I; Cross- Country Cousins, By- S
O; How the Leaves Got Their Colors- By Jane Manners, Level K 
tudent Edition 1- Super Storms 

classroom environment, local environment, and/or the community be used to facilitate the inquiry? 
l go outside and track how the weather has been changing in comparison to the region that they are tracking as a class. They will see the cycles of the leav
nging and falling off. We will discuss community events that relate to this such as local forecasts  
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the inquiry 

t extent did we achieve our purpose? 

outcome of the inquiry by providing evidence of students’ 
ding of the central idea. The reflections of all teachers involved in the 
nd teaching of the inquiry should be included. 

nderstood “how the world works” by seeing that different areas 
world experience different types of patterns in weather. Due to 
her patterns, their need for resources changes (i.e. Miami would not 
e need for heavy winter coats, but Alaska would). Through their 
cholars were also able to see that the world had repetitive cycles 
ed in weather, in math, in reading, and in writing. They self-identified 
n/editing cycle that they took before publishing as being similar to 
n the world. 

ould improve on the assessment task(s) so that you would have a 
rate picture of each student’s understanding of the central idea. 

sment task went well, as scholars really enjoyed getting to create a 
st those who may have suffered from a natural disaster. They were 
sted in the Red Cross and organizations that provide assistance in 
ed. Creating a bag of resources allowed us to determine which 

derstood that resources needed are particular to a certain region or 
had occurred. It also brought up current events like Hurricane 
d the earthquake in Haiti. 
e upon this idea, we would like to find a way to include the pattern or 
ent more broadly in our summative next year. They were most 
by the weather/natural disaster part but writing something about the 
well as the sequence of events would be valuable. 

the evidence that connections were made between the central idea 
nsdisciplinary theme? 

7.  To what extent did we include the elements of the PYP?

What were the learning experiences that enabled students to: 
●   develop an understanding of the concepts identified in “What d
want to learn?” 

●   demonstrate the learning and application of particular transdiscipl
skills? 
●   develop particular attributes of the learner profile and/or attitudes?
In each case, explain your selection. 

 

Research Skills: scholars researched the weather patterns in their loca
community and in a community far away. 

Thinking Skills: scholars used thinking skills to determine how cycle
nature also related to the action cycle, recycling, and the patterns they
math class each day. Building these connections and discussing them
valuable. 

Inquirer: scholars inquired about the teachers’ outfits to learn about t
seasons. They inquired about what  

Communicator: scholar had their own water cycle book and presente
class.  



n: Teachers dressed up as the different seasons and connected their 
he specific season. What do we need to wear in each season? How 
her effect our daily activities? What resources do we need during 
n?  
ms: reading story, captures what resources we need to be prepared 
storms (connection to assessment). What ways can we use weather 
prevent devastating losses?  
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n the inquiry 

tudent-initiated inquiries arose from the learning? 

ange of student-initiated inquiries and student questions and 
ny that were incorporated into the teaching and learning. 

t “what is fog” on the wonder wall. When learning about the water 
lar realized how it connected to evaporation.  

aw the writing cycle and related it to the action cycle and how we 
our first draft before making a final draft. 

nt teachers should go back to box 2 “What do we want to learn?” 
ht the teacher questions/provocations that were most effective in 
inquiries. 

ent-initiated actions arose from the learning? 

dent-initiated actions taken by individuals or groups showing their 
flect, to choose and to act. 

d their own water cycle book and presented it to the class. 

hared about times they experienced scary weather in Texas and the 
sources that might be needed when tornadoes or earthquakes strike. 

scussed raising awareness and money to help those affected by 
of events. 

 9.  Teacher notes

Super Storms first week. 

Keep teachers’ dressing up the first week as the seasons for provocati

Use iPad carts to promote research skills and deeper understanding of
nonfiction articles 

Week 4 & 5 are book study for ELA with Midnight on the Moon 




